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Welcome to this 
issue of Insider 

We’ve put together a collection of inspiring projects, 
using our Custom Install range around the world.

From a speaker filled yacht in Tokyo to a Latino-inspired 
restaurant in the Netherlands, you’ll be able to see 
how installers have integrated Monitor Audio’s speaker 
technology into a variety of spaces, delivering discreet 
and enhanced audio solutions.

If you’d like more information about the speakers 
and audio electronics featured in this magazine,
our Custom Install Product Guide is the perfect 
way to get all of the details you’ll need. 

Alex Emson
Director of Global Sales & Marketing

monitoraudio.com
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Dorset based installer Superyacht-AV brings the premium sound
of our flagship Platinum II Series speakers to a luxurious Sunseeker yacht.

Poole to Tokyo
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Docked just south of Tokyo, Japan is this incredible Sunseeker yacht, 
packed to the brim with Monitor Audio speakers and other smart AV 
solutions. Before travelling to its current location, the yacht named 
MySkye was docked at Sunseeker’s Superyacht Boat Yard in Poole, 
UK during its installation.

Starting at the Flybridge – the main outdoor entertainment zone – 
6 AWC280 All Weather speakers were used to provide music to 
the wet bar, hot tub and BBQ dining area. 2 AWC265 All Weather 
speakers were used to cover the rear sunbathing area, 4 more 
were used for the Bow and forward sunbathing area.

Mid-ship, 2 AWC280s were installed to cover the pop-out breakfast 
balcony, finally 4 AWC280s were used on the aft cockpit dining area.

Monitor Audio’s All Weather speakers were perfect for the exterior
of a yacht, as they’re resistant to water, weather and salt spray.

Inside the yacht in the VIP cabin, 2 Platinum PLIC II In-Ceiling 
speakers were used to accompany a TV providing music and TV audio 
to guests. Over in the owners cabin, a home cinema system was 
installed using 2 C265-IDC speakers for the left and right channels, 
a pair of CSS230 speakers were used for the surround channels, 
a WSS430 was used as the centre channel and a CW8 Custom 
Subwoofer was installed beneath the bed.

In both of the guest cabins, CSS230 speakers were used to
cover audio from the TV in each cabin. Down in the crew area, 
our Controlled Performance CP-CT380IDCs were used to
accompany their TV. Controlled Performance features a sealed
back box that reduces sound escaping to the floor above.

On the main deck, a pair of Platinum PLIC II In-Ceiling speakers are 
used to entertain guests in the bar. Finally, in the Saloon a 7.2 surround 
sound system was installed. This featured an incredible 6 Platinum 
PLIC II In-Ceiling speakers for the left, right, side and rear channels,
a WSS430 for the centre channel and a CW8 subwoofer hidden
under the rear sofas.

AWC280
In-Ceiling Speaker

AWC265
In-Ceiling Speaker

C265-IDC
In-Ceiling Speaker

CW8
Custom Subwoofer

CP-CT380IDC
In-Ceiling Speaker

CSS230
In-Ceiling Speaker

WSS430
In-Wall Speaker

Platinum PLIC II
In-Ceiling Speaker

Featured Products

Credits 
Installer: Superyacht AV

Location: Poole, UK / Tokyo, Japan
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Installer Charles Bradley has spent 
the last 25 years working as a live 
sound engineer, mixing for A-list 
artists such as Annie Lennox, 
Simply Red, Snow Patrol 
and Shakira.

Bringing what he knows from live 
music, Charles uses a special room 
mapping and audio tuning system 
to create great soundscapes in
his AV installations.

More about the installer
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Bringing the best Latin American food and drink to the 
South Holland city of Leiden is the new Tabú restaurant. 

Outfitted in a modern cantina style, Tabú delivers an 
exciting dining experience and its very own cocktail bar.

If the sights and smells don’t immerse you, the sounds 
of the continent’s distinctive music style will with the 
numerous Monitor Audio speakers strategically placed 
throughout the restaurant by installer Number One.

Monitor Audio’s ultra-versatile Vecta V240 speakers
can be found in the corners of the restaurant,
blending into the surroundings.

In the ceilings, Number One used C165-T2 In-Ceiling 
speakers and slim CS180 In-Ceiling speakers to deliver 
music from above. Concluding the audio experience, 
IWS-10 In-Wall Subwoofers were used for powerful bass.

All of the speakers in the restaurant are run from two 
Monitor Audio IA150-8C Amplifiers, connected to 
streamers and DJ equipment.

Vecta V240 C165-T2
In-Ceiling Speaker

IWS-10
In-Wall Subwoofer

IA150-8C
Connect Amplifier

CS180
In-Ceiling Speaker

Credits 
Installer: Number One
Location: Tabú Latin Food and Drinks - Leiden, Netherlands
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Featured Products

A restaurant in Leiden, Netherlands matches authentic Latino
flavours with atmospheric surroundings and sounds of South America.

Taste of música
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A newly refurbished home in London, UK receives a complete overhaul featuring
luxurious furnishing, high-tech entertainment equipment and discreet audio.

Listen in luxury
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This Victorian terrace home, situated in Belgravia - one 
of London’s most affluent districts - has received an 
incredible transformation, adding new living spaces, 
bathrooms and a home cinema.

The home cinema uses our Controlled Performance
CP-CT280-IDC In-Ceiling speakers, C265-FX In-Ceiling 
speakers and a IWS-10 In-Wall Subwoofer.

There’s even more sound throughout the home, 
including Controlled Performance CP-CT260 In-Ceiling 
speakers in the kitchen, CP-CT150 In-Ceiling speakers 
in the master bedroom, C165-T2 In-Ceiling speakers in 
the bathroom and Climate 60 On-Wall speakers in the 
garden area at the back of the house.

Credits 
Installer: Inspire Audio Visual
Developer: Higginson Grey
Location: London, UK

CP-CT380-IDC
In-Ceiling Speaker

Climate 60
On-Wall Speaker

C265-FX
In-Ceiling Speaker

C165-T2
In-Ceiling Speaker

IWS-10
In-Wall Subwoofer

CP-CT150
In-Ceiling Speaker

CP-CT260
In-Ceiling Speaker
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Featured Products
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In-room entertainment
Monitor Audio installer Majik House along with AquaJade Bathrooms created Absoluxe, 

a hotel experience encompassing four themed suites packed with smart home technology.

Our Custom Install speakers have recently been installed into a unique hospitality 
experience in the beautiful market town of Kirkby Lonsdale, Cumbria in the UK.

Each suite is fitted with simple, effective technology to wow the guest featuring 
Monitor Audio speakers in all suites, bathrooms and bedrooms. 

Tim Burrow of Majik House explains his choice:
“We chose the stereo mono C180-T2 In-Ceiling version speakers for 2 reasons: 
quality of sound and the seamless merging with the ceiling as the aesthetics 
were important for this luxury establishment. 

C280 In-Ceiling speakers were also used in the bedrooms and lounge
to give an enhanced sound experience”. Credits 

Installer: Majik House
Location: Cumbria, United Kingdom

C180-T2
In-Ceiling Speaker

C280
In-Ceiling Speaker
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Featured Products
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The talented team at InTech found unique solutions for building a powerful
home cinema into their recent smart home installation in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Poolside cinema

17
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This new, ultra modern home in the Mediterranean 
city of Tel Aviv features advanced audio throughout 
the house, inside and out.

The home cinema / bar uses a creative mixture of our 
floorstanding Silver 300 speakers for the left and right channels, 
with a SoundFrame 2 In-Wall speaker as a centre channel, and 
a Silver W12 Subwoofer all cleverly hidden behind a fabric wall. 
C265-FX In-Ceiling speakers are used as surround channels.

On the poolside terrace, a pair of Climate 60 On-Wall speakers 
were installed in the dining area.

Silver 300
Floorstander

SoundFrame 2
In-Wall Speaker

Silver W12
Subwoofer

Climate 60
On-Wall Speaker

C265-FX
In-Ceiling Speaker

Credits 
Installer: InTech
Location: Tel Aviv, Israel
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Featured Products
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The team at Infinite Home Theatre have recently finished work on an 
AV installation at ‘The Long Beach’ luxury home in Idaho, USA 
and it’s packed inside and out with Monitor Audio speakers.

Music built-in
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The project included 75 Monitor Audio speakers including
22 C180 In-Ceiling speakers throughout the living areas,
kitchen, exercise room and ‘Full Swing’ golf simulator.

Two separate home theatres house C265-IDC 
and C380-IDC In-Ceiling speakers with IWS-10 
In-Wall Subwoofers and IWA-250 Amplifiers.

Outdoor and balcony decks showcase the 
weather resistant Climate 60, Climate 60-T2
and Climate 80 On-Wall speakers.

C380-IDC
In-Ceiling Speaker

C180
In-Ceiling Speaker

C265-IDC
In-Ceiling Speaker

Climate 60
On-Wall Speaker

IWS-10
In-Wall Subwoofer

Climate 60-T2
On-Wall Speaker

Climate 80
On-Wall Speaker

IWA-250
AmplifierCredits 

Installer: Infinite Home Theatre
Location: The Long Beach - Idaho, USA
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Sun, Sand, Surf
and Sound

This fully renovated home in Gold Coast, Australia gets Monitor Audio sound throughout.

25
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Monitor Audio installer TVinstallers have recently completed work 
on a beautifully renovated house in Runaway Bay on the Gold 
Coast in Australia. To match the high-end finishes in the house,
the owners invested in a great sound system but wanted to 
keep it as low profile as possible.

In the kitchen, an invisible sound solution was high priority.
The central island counter is made from 2” thick Calacatta marble, 
so the owners didn’t want any visual distractions. It was decided 
that IV140 Invisible speakers would be used in the room. 

Our IV140 Invisible speakers are installed into the wall and are 
covered with plaster, making them completely invisible once 
finished. This ensured that the kitchen would receive incredible 
sound quality, without a speaker in sight.

Outside by the pool, TVinstallers fitted our AWC280 In-Ceiling
All Weather speakers. Our All Weather speakers have been 
designed to withstand exposure to all elements, and makes
a great splash-proof poolside addition.

Lastly, the owners wanted a high quality surround sound system 
for their TV nook upstairs. Due to limited space along the walls, 
TVinstallers opted for C280-IDC In-Ceiling speakers. Our IDC 
speakers feature a pivoting mid-range driver and tweeter module, 
allowing for high performance directional audio.

The owners were left very happy with the install and performance
of the products, and as the house has been pre-wired there might
be more Monitor Audio products going in soon!

AWC280
In-Celing Speaker

C280-IDC
In-Celing Speaker

IV140 Invisible
In-Wall Speaker

Featured Products
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Our IV140 Invisible speakers are installed into stud walls 
then are plastered and decorated over, creating a compeltely 
invisible speaker buried into the wall. 

Expertly engineered, the speakers deliver brilliant sound 
quality that sounds as clear as a conventional In-Wall speaker.

Did you know?

Credits 
Installer: TVInstallers
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Suburban Sanctuary
This beautifully renovated home in the north of England received

a total entertainment overhaul by Monitor Audio installers Majik House

28
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Aesthetics were of utmost importance to the clients for this 
project, so all of the entertainment features needed to be as 
discreet as possible. 

Starting in the living room, Monitor Audio C165 In-Ceiling 
speakers were used as a stereo sound system for the 
TV along with our IWS-10 In-Wall subwoofer, allowing 
for hidden high-quality sound as an upgrade for the TV’s 
existing speakers.

Monitor Audio In-Ceiling speakers were used throughout 
the rest of the living spaces such as the kitchen, bedrooms 
and bathrooms to deliver music around the house, all 
controlled through the Control 4 automation system. 

Outdoors, the garden was made smarter with the inclusion 
of WiFi access points and smart lighting. Also outdoors, 
Majik House installed our Climate 60 On-Wall speakers, 
that are able to withstand all of the elements whilst bringing 
their favorite tunes outdoors.

The pride of place is the incredible Dolby Atmos
configured home cinema. Matching the Epson HD 
projector, our W380-IDC In-Wall speakers are used for
the left, right and centre channels. Our CS180 and C165 
In-Celling speakers for the surround and Atmos channels 
with our IWS-10 In-Wall subwoofer for punchy bass.

W380-IDC
In-Wall Speaker

C165
In-Ceiling Speaker

CS180
In-Ceiling Speaker

Climate 60
On-Wall Speaker

IWS-10
Subwoofer

Featured Products

Credits 
Installer: Majik House

Location: UK
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Sea of Sound
Take a look at this incredibly luxurious yacht featuring

Monitor Audio Custom Install speakers throughout.

Monitor Audio installers Interior Audio finished work this year on an Ocean 
Alexander 90R yacht, introducing In-Ceiling audio to almost every space.

Due to the restricted depth on board, the installer used our CS180 Slim 
speakers throughout the interior spaces. They used a mixture of round 
and square grilles to fit the designer’s vision, and painted the grilles to 
blend them into the space for an even more discreet system. CS180

In-Ceiling Speaker

Featured Product

Credits 
Installer: Interior Audio
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Sound of the 
Underground

In the coolest guitar store we’ve ever seen, Monitor Audio installer Cyber Group set up
our Gold Series speakers to entertain customers as they are looking for their latest instruments.

Located in Scottsdale, Arizona; Underground Sound Guitar Studio offers 
the ability of guests to shop, play and take guitar lessons in their incredibly 
welcoming space. Acoustic and electric guitars line the walls, along with 
photographs of famous musicians, enveloping you into their exclusive 
lounge style atmosphere.

Our 4th generation Gold Series speakers are hooked up to the large TV, 
delivering great quality sound when watching music videos or live sets. Gold 200

Floorstander
(4th Generation)

Gold 350
Centre Channel
(4th Generation)

Featured Product

This incredible home cinema in Glasgow, UK is bound to make any film fanatic’s jaw drop.

The home cinema is comprised of a 4K projector,
Denon Atmos AV receiver, a UHD Blu-ray player,
a 4K streaming box and thirteen Monitor Audio speakers.

The left, centre and right channels are made up
of three CP-WT380IDC In-Wall speakers.

The four surround channels use CP-WT380 In-Wall speakers. 
Four CSS230 Super Slim In-Ceiling speakers are used for the 
Dolby Atmos system and two IWS-10 In-Wall Subwoofers 
with a IWA-250 Amplifier round-off the whole experience.

All of the speakers are either hidden behind the screen
or behind the acoustically transparent walls.

Lights, camera, action!

CP-WT380IDC
In-Wall Speaker

CP-WT380
In-Wall Speaker

IWS-10
In-Wall Subwoofer

IWA-250
Amplifier

CSS230
In-Ceiling Speaker

Credits 
Installer: AVcomm.tv

Location: Glasgow, UK

Credits 
Installer: Cyber Group

Location: Arizona, USA

Featured Products
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24 Brook Road, Rayleigh
Essex, SS6 7XJ, UK
+44 (0)1268 740 580

info@monitoraudio.com

monitoraudio.com

monitoraudio.com for product 
information, to find your local dealer 

and to sign up for our newsletter.

the Custom Install Product Guide 
from our website or pick one up 

from your local dealer.

your custom installation with us on 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
for a chance to be in our next issue. 

@monitoraudio #monitoraudio

Visit Download

Find out more about Monitor Audio Custom Install

Share

www. @

Read me, keep me or recycle me


